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PREFACE

After more than 15 years of studying and observing the severe storm warning process, I saw a definite need to
improve the overall understanding of thunderstorms and related phenomena. Through real-time experience in the
Severe Weather Unit of the Air Force Global Weather Central, I was able to learn many "snap decision" techniques
for issuing severe weather warnings. As my knowledge of severe storm structure anti behavior increased, so (lid my
ability to pinpoint severe weather events before they occurred. A real test came in 1985 when I developed course
curriculum in the Weather Technician Course at Chanute AFB to teach this concept to new forecasters. The
information already existed, but in a format that was not very "user-friendly." It was my job to put it in a format that
would be more practical and easier to understand. The result is an attempt to provide the required knowledge to all
operational forecasters who have a severe weather warning responsibility.

I wish to express sincere thanks to Colonel Randolph W. Ashby and Major Steven R. Gilbert formerly of the
'0i1 Weather Squadhon, and to Major Craig K. WilKes of the Training Materials & Programs Division of Air
Weather Service, for their critical reviews of this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Severe convective storms are predictable. They have Chanute AFB Technical Training Center that teaches
been routinely forecast with increasing accuracy since forecaster students the dynamics of convective storms.
the late !940s. When these storms threaten, people are Step-by-step, students are taken from ba.sic parcel
still trightened. But because the) are generally warned, stability, through basic convection, and finally, to tie
more survive, with fewer injuries. Since fatalities structure of severe convective storms. With this building
obviously still happen, and since people still rush to block approach, students learn how and why convective
cover because of "false alarms," we still have a long way. storns develop and produce destructive phenomena.
to go in improving severe storm prediction. When confronted with forecasting and warning situa-

tions, these students are better prepared for convective
Increasing numbers of less experienced forecasters are activity; decisions are based on logic rather than on

being given the awesome responsibility of protecting panic and reflex.
lives and property from the devastating effects of severe
convective weather. Even though technology has This report is intended to provide readers with a
advanced tremendously, it cannot completely substititute similar foundation in convective scale dynamics. It is far
for a lack of forecasting experience. Too many warnings Irom comprehensive, but if the forecaster reads, under-
are issued for severe convective phenomena that never stands, and applies its contents, the result should be
appear. Too many decisions are made solely on the basis improved ability to handle severe weather situations with
of visual sightings relayed to the forecaslcr. or by basic confidence. As we enter the era of Doppler radar, it
pattern and shape recognition such as a radar signature. becomes even more important to have a thorough
Too often, not enough thought is given to the structure understanding of the structure and behavior of convective
and behavior of s;evere convective storms before making stonns. Doppler radar will provide forecasters with a far
cittical decisions that send people to their cellars. The more complex look at the thunderstorms than ever
results are unreliable warnings and loss of faith in the before. The three-dimensional views, vortex signatures,
forecaster. and velocity gradients will produce imagery that can be

used by knowledgeable operators to give their customers
To help reduce the number of warnings issued blindl, what they need: timely and accurate severe weather

the author developed an instructioqal program at the warnings, with fewer false alanns.



CONVECTIVE THEORY

2 -.1 The Three Essentials for Convection. No 2.2 Stability. The evolution of deep convcction and
matter whether we (deal with ordinary convective thunderstorms has its basis in the parcel theory, a simple
showers or severe tornado-producing thunderstorms, expression of density differential which states that it a
three ingredients must be present in one formn or another; parcel of air is warim'r than its surroundings, it wvill rise:
the ability to recognize them is the, basis for forecasting under these conditions. [the atmosphere is unstahk'. It' the
convective activity: parcel is cooler than ils environment. it wviil sink: under

these condlitionls, the atmosphere is stable. For
*a con eectivelY unstable atmosphere simplicity, the parcel theory assumes that no exchange of

heat or moisture takes place between the parcel andt its~
(Ia low-level moisture source foritel environmecnt. The most practical way to illustrate the

parcel theory is to use a Skew T, Log P diagram. a
*a trippvering' mechanism simplified version of which is shown in Figure 2. 1.

7 ~ \ G * >,s ' o
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A lifted parcel of air expands as pressure decreases. parcel and its environment (Tp - Te), the greater the
For an unsaturated parcel, the expansion results in positive energy area and the faster the ascent. Rising
cooling the parcel by about I0 0C/Km. This is known as parcels are referred to as "updrafts.
the "dry adiabatic lapse rate" (Fd), and is represented by

the dry adiabats on the Skew T diagram. Note that F/
remains fairly constant frem high to low temperatures in STAB LE

the lower atmosphere. For a parcel to remain buoyant
and ascend freely, the environmental lapse rate (F) must N

be greater (that is, less vertical) than Ed. In this situation

(which is seldom found in the real world), the atmos- N oRY ADIASAT

phere is considered to be absolutely unstable, as shown SOUNNoG \
in Figure 2.2. Once a parcel has achieved buoyancy, it M0o:s

will continue to rise as long as it remains wanner than its ADIAIAT

environment. This usually continues up to the tropo- Figure 2.3 Environmental (Sounding) Lapse Rate Less
pause, where the environmental lapse rate becomes Than Lapse Rates of Dry and Moist Adiabats (from
isothenal. A WS/I'R-79/006).

-1300 '

\ ABSOLUTELY UNSTABLE - "-

, ,, 
."AOA AP 

ENERGY AREA

Figure 2 2 Environmental (Sounding) lapse Rate

Greater Than Lapse Rates o.f Dry and Moist Adiabats y 21f 5 S undng -Psudo-ad aar

(from A IVSITR- 791006).

Once the parcel temperature equals environmental
!('mp iature, equilibrium is achieved. Except for some 650-1
overshooting due to momenlum, the aNcent ceases, and ,
the mass that overshoots will eventually return to the
equilibrium level (EL). The parcel, unles, subjected to 750

lifting forces, cannot progress into the warmer air above
the EL because it would be colder (and therefore denser)
than its environment. The region above the EL would be -

considered stable--see Figure 2.3. The EL is where 0
convective clouds generally flatten out and become

anvi-shped When nmenfrm -arrioes : parcel abhoVe

the EL, a cumuliform dome (or "overshooting top") _
extends above the anvil deck.

Figure 2.4 The Positive Energy Area. A buoyant air
That region of the atmosphere in which the air parcel parcel inside the positive energy area rises from the

is warmer and more buoyant than its environment is convective condensation level (('('L) until it reaches
called a "posilive energy area" and is shown in Figure equilibrium with its environment at the equilibrium level,
2.4. The greater the temperature difference between the or EL.

34



2.3 Effects of Low-Level Moisture on Parcel or below the ('CL. Once saturation occurs. either at( th

Stability. Atmosphecric moisture contains a ;tubstantial l.(Ti or CC .the additional sensible lieat given oil h
amount of latent heat ener-gy. WVhen rcleased, this enricf the condensation process (latent heat) slows the cooliie
has a pronouinced eli eel onl parcel buovauc . As ratie ol the ri sing parcel. [*i, ticne cooling rate estabishecs
mit ure content inc re ases so dt(oes, the ai 1 u0till I late u a I uc k pm~ to -ai tl' it lapse rate,
heat avail able h r release. The teipe tat ure of the air
mass has a direct eff ect onl its a bi lityvI to 1( hold mist ure As ih ad v inren t \%d [hell the at ro splict-re s

Ilii can be seen (ii Figure 2.1 I h\ comparing the Illoistuire content increases, so does the amount of laten
saturat ion iixing ratios (at a conint pressuire) I r %killi heama ai~ilable lr release. Note (in Figure 2.11 that at
an(1 cold air. At I1,001 lit)b, air ait 100rC can hold a higher temiperatuires. [tie slopes tt tile psctitlo-at(liiaas

max~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ in ticfX~.wiearat3)~'cnhl r much steeper that those of the dry ad iabats! <
ilaxitiuij of 2(9g/Kg. thie direct result of tie larLee amount of latentl heat

Wficr an insatiratd pacel f aircontinin mostr rcscd duiring condensation. At lowecr teitpratures.
Whenan nsauraed arcl o ai cotaiingtiiistre itch less, latent ;cais m~ailable duie to the low mroisture

ascetids. its tetrupe ratire decreases tlr adiabaticall\ tititil c on tet id the slopmes (i1 thle pse (RO-adiahats and1( d r v
it reaiches saturation. 11 the paircel rises becattse ofl breed adiaIhats bccome riearlvk .all This relationiship
liIt . satuitrat ion occ urs at the liing ( c tpehiti t levelI. or e rbtstItesas all lthtrdr tri tI c

LCL.I Itheparel rsesbecuseof eatiuz ro beow, will he discussed later. T1he c fleets of mnoisture cotitent
sat itrat itn occurs; at the t cin et ite ( nd entmtu tl i el, or of parcel stabi ~it\ are shown in Figure 2.5.
(T. The. 1(T for a surfic pa~rcel is Ik ivs 1o litet Mi

EL

EL/

\300 30030

00 -0 0 tST,

/ 5 - ~ 4'S

A.A

-00
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First. con'sidler the dry sounding profile on the flt (A)
side of' Figure 2.5. if' Ihe surf'ace air mass has at dewNpoinit
of' 500F ( 10001, thc ('CL will be at 083 nib. To read i 1 CONDITIONALLY UNSTABLE

L ondensation by stirtace heating alone, the surf ace (or
ilcv(riLv') temperature (T,.) would have Lo be Q80F

3 7 "0 Note the weak positive enecrgy area from the
(C[L. to the El. at 2701mb. 11 low- level mloistuire contin D% RV ADOIIIAT

were to increase, substantial changes w )uld take 1)1;i( c.\\
as shown on the right (B) sidIe. motsB

The "B" side of Figure 2.5 shjows the samte %ertical Figure 2.6 Enr'ironmetal (Sounrdinrg) Lapse Rate L~ess

profile as 'A" hut kith a surrface (tewpoint ot 650E Than Lapse Rate of/'IDr 'V Adiahat, but (Greater ,Ian
( 18"0,. Because of the higher moisture content. the I-apse Rate of Moist A diabat (from A It S/'R- 79/006).

C'CL (at 8201 mni is muL ch lower. Besides producing
hnr er cloud bases, the lower ('CL allowvs 'on~vec'tive The real atmosphere. hi sv7ver. seldom hdiauc e
clouid lormiation with a mutch lower surface temperature according to parcel theory. Not ever\ cunituls Jowl0(
in this case, 89 0F/32 00, and greatly increases the becomes a thundlerstorm, even though its vertical prof iIe

probability of convection. may he conditionally tunstable to great heights. Parcek
a zctuially' undergo heat exchange and] mix wkith dricr

III the mioist case (side "B"), the positive eniergy area enviromental air through a process known as 'niratpi-

becomfes efloritious comipar-ed to the "A" side: in tact, the ownh. This effect, greatest at thie periphery * nt clouds

parcel -to-enivironmnent temperature diIte-rnce at j(x) rub results in evaporation that causes parcels to cool ai ii
is nearlN three timres larger! Parcels are tar more btuoyant laster rate than that stiggested bN parcel ttieor\
andl ascend more rapidly. Updraft speeds are imuch
greater. and the EL much higher. Convective clouds Figure 2.7 showvs the difference between parcel Ifieor'
btuild to greater v'eri ical extents. With higher updratt and reality. The most oibviouis teature in the e xani1,
speeds and~ nionielituim, parcels overshoot the EL lar the !owver cloud top. the result of the early' aitainieilt (I
more than) it) the (trier case shown in the "A" example equi libriunm common with smnall parcels. This is observ&

\,.hre, l up\ardmotion wrtobe achieved 11N tionallv sotund: cumutlus and toweringcuntli rdm

mnechanical litfting. the I CL wkould be at 8101 mb. mnate on thunderstorm days.

Parcel buoyancy is never reached in wvhat would be Most stuilies. howexver, showk that cumrulus acltual I
considIeredIa "negat ive i'norgy area,." wvhere tti' altmos- consists ot vaiul devloped anti evolving larLeer
phere is, stahle. But with the increased towv-level parcels, or "buoyant plumnes." These pluiis are
mnoisture shown in -1." parcel buoyancy is ac'hic'xed at various-ly exposed to andl penetrated by entraining
72(0 ib--the level nffte'e conve (''ion ( I.E('. Undler those environmental air. The iner plumies. or cloud cores. arc
conditions, [lhe atmosphere is unstal!e: hence. the more protected fromt entrainment. As the\ contin uall
c(;ncept of (onditional inval'i v T K F yr1 (-see push to greater and greaiter heights, the\, condition ilheai

Figure 2.6. above with warmer and moister air This e' entual! '
allows the core plunies tto rise high enough to prodmc a

If thie environmental lapse rate l'alls ol'l even more I hunderstorin. The answer to what determiine' wlicr
slowly with height than the pseuido-adiabatic lapse rate, o not a thundiite rstr Iiin ill devyelop, lii weci y is.' not
or even if it incrca.wes with height as in an inversion, the sIl In's.btsm osblte l eean i'
parcel couild not achieve buoyancy undler any condition. alI
This condition i!- referredl to as being a?.%oue'lv .lable o tIoccnin'dslsin lailslcl

(F, ").instabilit, see AWSrI'79/IO(6 iR _ isk'(l .
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Figure 2.7 Theoretical Vs. Actual Parcel Ascent. The (lashed line represents the parcel
theory ascent, while the dotted line represents the actual case. A small parcel loses heat to
the environment (luring its ascent. The result is a larger I" and a lower EL.

2.4 Winter Convection. Thundlerstorms are much Three synoptic condiltionls favor winier thunderstorms:
less frequent in coldl than in warm seasons. This is easy they are: (I) strong dlynamic weather systems with an
to understand when we apply the convective principles active warm sector that contains maritime tropical (roT)
just discussed. Even at saturation, coldl ixiar air masses air: (2) very cold air passing over much warmer water
cannot hold much moisture. This limits the amou~nt of such as the Great Lakes of North America. and (3) deep.
latent heat available for release into a rising parcel, and very intense cold-core cyclones.
only a small reduction in the cooling rate results. The
result is a pseudo-adiabatic lapse rate only slightly less Strong (dynamic systems thai pull tnT air into thc
than the (dry adiabatic rate. warm sector of a cyclone overrunning the warm front arc

excellent wintertime thunderstorm generators. Although
But winter thunderstorms do occur, andl probably the mnT air is sulficiently unstable, it is usually aloft and

more often than many meteorologists realize. The key to not evidlent at the surface, which is still cold. As a result.
wintertime thundlerstorm formation is penetration of the thunderstorms are usually confined to the region just
-200C isotherm aloft. Empirical evidence, supportedl by north of the warm1 frontal boundary. If the thunderstorm
receto research. indicates that convection must exceedl precipitation is snow, very large accumulations can occur
this level to croat,: an electrical charge strong c iough to in a short period ef iimne.

produce lightning.
N .



Very cold air passing over warm water produces have a deep pool of very cold air surrounding the center
strong and extensive convection that can develop into and extending to the tropopause. These systems,
thunderstorms. Even though the invading air mass itself normally behind the surface front, arc capable of'
is stable, the lowest layer becomes unstable when heated producing diurnal thunderstorms, occasionally accom- I
through contact with the warm water. Near-supcr- panied by small hail, damaging winds, and even cold air
adiabatic lapse rates arc produce(] by the combination of tornadoes. Such systems are normally lound over and
wann moist surface air anti the bitterly cold air above it. along the western coasts of temperate zones--nothly the
The result is shallow (usually less than 10,0(X) feet deep) United States anti Europe--but they can occur inland, as

but vigorous convection. Heavy snowshowers frequently well. Convection can be surprisingly deep--sometimes
result, but 'ightning is rare. Electrical discharges have exceeding 30,0(X) feet MSL.
been triggered, however, when aircraft penetrate
convective clouds. This type of activity is common Figure 2.8 is an example of a wintertime, mid-latilude
along the lee shores of the Great Lakes, where it is sounding profile. Mid-latitude winter is characteriied by
referred to as a "lake-effect snowshower." These brief solar days with low angles of insolation, resulting in
showers are the primary cause of the Great Lakes lee side far less surface heating than in summer. When con-
snow belts." bined with the high albedo of snow cover, it is highly

unlikely that surface heating can produce enough thenna!
The third condition that favors the formation of winter lift to reach condensation (T,). Therefore, some form of

thunderstorms is the slow-moving, intense, well- mechanical lift or other strong dynamic influence is
developed upper-level cyclone. Such systems always required to produce convection.

4

Figure 2.8 A Wintertime Mid-latitude Sounding. The lack of unoisture in a winter air mnass limits
the amount of latent heat available for release and effectively prevents a parcel from achieving
buoyancy. The parcel temperature remains cooler than the environment through its entire ascent. [l

will never achieve buoyancy even though the low-level air mass is relatively moist. Mle~hanical
(frontal. orographic) or (dynamic (Uppe'r-level divergence) lifting r 'cscs are 1hw orely incans letl to
provide the neededl upward motion. Tile. vertical speeds€ herc are ot:iall) muc'h less€ and oc'cu, "\ er a
muich wider area than convective updrafts, resulhing in lighiei and more tinilorn precipiltlion.N I



THE THUNDERSTORM

3.1 Evolutionary Stages. With a basic understand- From the ouLside, the cloud top max Ser to lose
ing of parcel stability, we can now discuss the evolution definition as the cloud droplets turn to ice crystals. This
of the most dramatic convective event--the thunderstorm. process (glaciation) appears to correlate well with the
Early researchers (Byers, and Braham, 1949) laid the formation of precipiLttion. A radar echo aloll should
foundation for the study of thunderstorm structure and now begin to appear. The updraft continues to hold ihc
development by classifying them into drce different prospective precipitation aloft until it accumulates
categories, or stages of evolution: these are the cumtlu,, beyond the point at which its weight can be supported. It
mature, and dissipating stages. Each is shown and then falls against the updraft and begins to create ,,
discussed below. downdraft (tue to frictional drag. When the precipitation

reaches the surface, the second, or ature, stage has
The cumulus stage shown in Figure 3.1 is marked by begun.

the fornation of the first convective cloud. With its base
at or slightly above the CCL. the cloud is dominalted b)' The mature stage is the most active and violent. As
the updraft as it grows toward its equilibrium level. As shown in Fi,,ure 3.2, updrafls and d(owndraflts coexist in
more and more low-level moisture is pumped into the the same cell. The cloud reaches its maximum vertical
growing cumilus, relatively large liquid hydrometeors ext.entl, flattening out into the familiar anvil at the
begin Io forn in its upper regions. (Tile term equilibrium level. Carried by the winds al that level, the
hvl-drotnenvor is used to describe any product of conilen- anvil usually elongates downstream. Although heavy
sation or sublimation of atmospheric water vapor (liquid precipiuition is common, it Inay not reach the surface in

or solid) that may or may not fall out as precipitation.) extremely arid regions.
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Figure 3.1I The Cumulus Stage of Thunderstorm I-igure 3.2 The Mature Stage of the Thunderstorm.
Dlevelopment. Updrafts prevail as large hydroinceors Falling hydroneteors create the downdraft. Tops reach
form in the upper portions of the cloud (Doswell, 1985). the EL and assume the anvil shape. (Doswell, 1985).
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An apparent by-product of the precipitation process is that the heavier the precipitation, the slronger the
thunder and lightning. There seems i( be a direct downdrafth this is not always so. In arid regions, violent
correlation betwecn lightning frequency and rainfall rate. downdrafts fron clouds with high bases are common, but
Figure 3.3 shows this relationship, using radar rellec- there is very little precipitation at the surface. An
tivity to represent rainfall rate. important factor here is the presence of dry air in the

thunderstorm environment. If (Iry air entcrs the convec-
tive cloud (generally by entrainment), evaporation of

10o cloud droplets takes place, with a corresponding drop in
temperature. This increases the density of the air and

90- gives it a tendency to sink. This process is thought to be
a significant downdraft enhancement mechanism in

I - nearly all thunderstorms. It requires a delicate balance,
because too much dry air would completely evaporate
the cloud.

Another effect of dry air entrainment is the de-
.0

stabilization of the immediate cloud environment from
oevaporative cooling at the cloud's edge. When thisoccurs in the storm's inid-levels, the rising parcels sense

a cooler surrounding environment and ascend laster.
Pioneer severe weather forecasters (Fawbush, et al.,

S0 1951) recognized the importance of dry air to the severe
0 storm, and incorporated the analysis of (try air regions

into severe weather forecasting routines. It is still widely
2 z°used today.

10i When the downdraft reaches the surface, it spreads

out horizontally as a new air mass--see Figure 3.4. The
02 3 4 5, leading edge of this outflowing air is known as the "gust

front," or "outflow boundary." Surface winds shift
dlrastically with the passage of a gust front; they can
attain damaging speeds, depending on the strength of the

Figure 3.3 Relationship Between Cloud-to-Ground downdraft. Aircraft are particularly vulnerable to these
Lightning and Radar Reflectivity (Log Z). The occur- windshifts. Headwinds change into crosswinds or
rcnce of cloud-to-ground lightning increases with rainfall tailwinds in seconds to produce the deadly phenomenon
rate (From Kinzer, 1972). known as "low-level wind shear." But people on the

ground often welcome a gust front as the fresh and cool
As mentioned earlier, precipitation drag is the pre-thunderstorm breeze that replaces warm and muggy

primary downdraft mechanism. Although it would seem tropical air.
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Figure 3.4 Thunderstorm Outflow and the Formation of the Gust Front (Fujita, 1955).
Downdrafts are identified by "DWD," updrafts by "LIWD."

The updraft continues to hold h)drometeors aloft. Ice would bc too cold. In tropical regions, where the
crystals suspende(d near the melting level alternate wet-bulb-zero is relatively high, surface hail reports are

between freezing and inciting, accumulating a water rare. For aviation, it's important to remember that hail

coating as they move up and down in and around the can, and probably will, be encountered aloft even when it
updraft core. The result is a hailstone, which continues is not observed at the surface.
to grow until it is too heavy to be supported by the
uplraflt. The stronger the updraft, the larger the Another product of updraft-downdraft interaction is

hailstone. Once a hailstone falls below the freezing turbulence. Many aircraft have been destroyed (luring

level, it begins to melt. It continues to melt until it attempts to penetrate thunderstorms. Even small

reaches the surface, unless it melts completely first. The thunderstorms, as observed from the surface, are capable

height of (he melting/freezing level is near the (0  of severe to extreme turbulence. Expect at least severe

isothenn: the height of the wet-bulb zero, therefore, is turbulence in and near any thunderstorm cell.

significant in determining the size of a hailstone at the
surface. Miller (1972) reported that a wet-bulb freezing The formation of the downdraft, which marked the

level (wet-bulb zero) of 7,0(9)-9.00() feet AGL is the beginning of the mature stage, also signals the dissipat-

optimum height for producing large hail at the surface. ing stage, which actually begins when the updraft

Although a lower wet-bulb freezing level may be collapses. With gravity on its side, the downdraft soon

favorable for hailstone survival, it may not be favorable dominates. Outliow air eventually cuts off the inflow of

for thunderstonn development because the air mass wann, moist air into the storm. With the moist inllow
10(



cut off and the updraft weakened, the precipitation
process begins to shut down. Without a strong updralt. ,
large hydrometcors can no longer form, leaving only CONVECTIVE DEBRIS -

light rain or drizzle and generally light winds at the

surface. Although violent electrical activity usually
ceases, the cloud can retain a charge and remain a hazard
to aircraft for some time.

40 00012

OUTFLOW BOUNDARY
0 " " IO-

-30000 9 Figure 3.6 The Remains of a Decayed Thunderstorm.
The "bubble high" of outflow air remains for sonic time.

s New convection frequently forms from the lifting along
- the old outflow boundary, or gust front.

0 Z 3.2 Air Mass Thunderstorms. As [he name
00 implies, this type of thunderstorm forms within a

5_ [ relatively homogeneous air mass (usually inT) with little

F - - or no synoptic scale features such as fronts or upper
troughs. Although it had been thought for years that air

-0o 3 in . mass thunderstorms occur at random, with no apparent
triggering mechanism other than surface healing, recent

! 2 studies (Purdom, 1979) show that air mass thunderstorm
-5 ODD development is actually organized and predictable.

Although surface heating is an important mechanism, it

.. appears that low-level convergence is most important in
determining where deep convection will begin. Low-

IS -1TG T level convergence can result from outflow boundary
DISSI&TINO STAE: interaction, terrain irregularities, or sea/lake breeze

fronts, to name just a few causes.
Figure 3.5 The Dissipating Stage of the Thunderstorm.
With the updraft cut off, precipitation diminishes. Weak The air mass thunderstorm fits the three-stage model
downdrafLs prevail. (Doswell, 1985) just discussed very well. Its lifespan is generally less

than an hour, but the regeneration of new cells often
With subsidence prevailing, the cloud-forming gives the impression that it lasts longer. Since surface

process stops. The giant cumulonimbus begins to stratify heating is a triggering mechanism, air mass
into layered clouds and is eventually torn apart by the thunderstorms are almost exclusively a late afternoon
winds aloft. Eventually, all that remains is a patch of phenomenon; they are rare late at night or in early
middle and high clouds that satellite meteorologists refer morning. Air mass thunderstorms prefer (feel summer
to as "convective debris." At the surface, a large bubble when the low-level moisture content is high. Winds
of rain-cooled outflow air is left behind. Even though it aloft, generally very weak, prevent cells from moving
is relatively stable, this bubble can play a role in future appreciable distances, and many cells remain stationary
thunderstorm development due to convergence and throughout their life cycle. The high moisture

lifting along its boundaries. The life cycle of' a typical availability, combined with lack of movement, can result
thunderstorm cell can be completed in as little as 3(1 in locally heavy rainfall, common throughout the
minutes. southeastern U.S.



Air mass thunderstorms rarely last long enough to form in haids or lines parallel to the front, as opposed to
develop the power required for severe weather produc- the isolated cells or clusters common to air mass
tion. Large hail, for example, requires a powerful and thunderstorms. Frontal lilting, which undergoes little
persistent updraft for its formation. The high freezing diurnal variation, allows these thunderstorms to form day
level common to air mass thunderstorm dveclopmen or night. but they favor late afternoon and early evening
also helps keep hail from reaching the ground. Danag- due to the additional support from surface heating. It is
ing winds and tornadoes usually require the strong (luring these late afternoon and early evening hours that
dynamic influences of jet stream winds, typically absent severe weather events arc most common.
in air mass thmundcrstonn development.

Fast moving cold fronts usually produce Ihe most
3.3 Frontal Thunderstorms. Thunderstonns that violent thunderstorms. If these fronts move into an
form with synoptic-scale frontal systems are generally unstable air mass, thunderstorms may form rapidly into a
more violent than air mass types. The strong mechanical squall line. A prcfrontal squall line may form if
lifting associated with advancing fronts, especially cold conditions are favorable ahead of the front.
fronts, provides a strong boost to updraft strength and
helps sustain it over longer periods of time. As a result, As the squall line builds vertically, the stronger
frontal thunderstorms generally last longer than air mass upper-level winds influence ccll movement and fre-
types, averaging 1-3 hours. The presence of winds aloft quently cause the squall line to outrun the surface front.
above a frontal system, combined with the movement of The squall line can continue to support itself by gcner-
the front itself, results in substantial movement of ating new cells along its advancing gust front, as shown
thunderstorm cells. Frontal thunderstorms frequently in Figure 3.7.

COLD FRONT OUTFLOW AIR

GUST FRONT

Figure 3.7 Gust Front Diagram. The gust front, created by the advancing outflow, provides a lifting mechanism
to generate new thunderstorm activity ahead of the advancing squall line.

As the squall line moves away, a large bubble of with squall line passage. This can be a falal mistake,
ouunlow air (a mesohigh) is left in its wake, often because warm, moist air may creep back in behind the
masking the location of the actual front. This can lead bubble high, with a new sqtmall line I'rmilg as (te true
forecasters to believe that frontal passage has occurred front again disturbs the unstable air mass (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 Formation of a New Squall Line. In "A," (he squall line moves away from the front, leaving a
large bubble ol rain-cooled air in its wake. If, as in "B," the squall line moves far enough ahead, unstable air

may creep in behind the outflow air and result in the formation or' a new squall line. Isodrosothcrms are
(lashed, isobars are solid.

Thunderstorms that form with slow-moving cold thunderstorm activity to the rear of the surface frontal

fronts are usually mild compared to those formed from boundary, as shown in Figure 3.9. Thunderstorms are

last-moving cold fronLs. Since the perpendicular wind normally embedded in stratiiorm precipitation, and

component decreases with height, the prefrontal air mass significant downrush winds are rare. Cells move parallel
is lifted up and over the front. This results in to the front with the upper-level winds.

'l ACTIVE COLD FRONT

Figure 3.9 An Overrunning Cold Front. The overrunning nature of the slow-moving cold front produces

thunderstorm activity to the rear if the air mass being lifted is unstable. Wind plots represent vertical wind
profiles at the points indicated.
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Warm (and stationary.) frontal thundcrstorms are
S simnilar to slow-moving cold frontal thunderstorms. The

slope of' the wann front is much shallower than that of'
the cold front, and lifting is very gradIual. Since parcels
ascend slower, their temnperatur-,, have more tirne to T
mlodify; buoyancy, therefore, may never be achieved],
even if (he overrunning air mass is unstable. This
cond~itionl is favorable for stratifonfl precipitation. To
produce thunderstorms in this -situation, the unstable
overrunning air usually must be force(] into the warm
frontal zone by strong [low, such as the low-level jet
shown in Figure 3.10. In addition, the low-level jet also
plays a significant role in dlestabilizing the warm sector
due to low-level moisture and temperature advection.

Warm f'rontal thunderstorms are not frequent
prodlucers of severc weather. But dont conlfuse warm
frontal thunderstorms with those that form at the _____________________________________
intersection ot another boundary anfld the warm front. In
midsummer, wann fronts can easily trigger thunderstorm Figure 3.10 L~ow-Level Jet Forces Unstable Air into
activity because the air miass is so unstable that even the the Warm Frontal Zone. Warm 1'ronlit thunderstorms
slightest lilting is enough. Warm f'ronts are usually so are generally embedded in stratif~onn precipitation.
weak this time of year that they occasionally escape Strong low-level winds help force the unstable air high
detection. enough to reach the LFC.

14



3.4 Orographic Thunderstorms. Terrain barriers afternoon visible satellite imagery. If upper-level winds

are capable of providing lift that far exceeds Ihat of any arc strong enough, these storms move off Ihe mountains

frontal system. As an example, compare the slope of the and over adjacent areas. This type of convcction is

Rocky Mountains to that of the typical cold front, highly diurnal.

Although the result of orographic lifting is usuallystratiform precipitation, thunderstorms may develop in k o ~

an unstable air mass. Orographic thunderstorms are .

particularly successful at producing very strong -. . J'Gi

downnish winds, especially in the western U.S.,where 08.

dry air is often available for entrainiment into the storm.

lerrain itself can be a significant factor, since the

downrush is essentially directed downslope duc to ,*.' ._f-...-

gravity--see Figure 3.11. Channelling or funnelling of 04

downrush winds into canyons or valleys can increase l .

wind speeds dramatically. 
*1 0_

2GMT *JUN79 04 a

00 of

Figure 3.11 Thunderstorm Formed Or'er Mountains.
Wheni ihunderstorms f orni over mountain slopes, the Figure 3.12 Synoptic-Scale Easterly Flow into the

outflow is directcd dlownslope. The additional force of Rockies Results in Significant Orographic lift. In this

gravity can produce violent winds, case, flow behind the front prolIeed severe

thunderstorms along the eastern slopes of the Rockies

Whenever moist low-level flow is directed into a (Doswell, 1982).

subsantial terrain barrier, condensation results when the

low-level air flows far enough upslope to reach he LCL.

Free convection takes place when the air is forced to the

LFC. The terrain barrier only provides the triggering

mechanismn--the same basic ingredients ( instalbility and

moisture) as for any thunderstorm are also required--see

Figure 3.12.

Differential surface heating can also provide a! trigger.

On a calm, clear (lay, mountain tops get (direct solar

heating~ before the valleys. When the air is heated, a

slight hydrostatic imbalance is created, resulting in weak

flow up the mountain sides (the valley breeze). Upslope

Ilows fronm both sies converge at the peak and upward
motion continues. If the air is unstable, thunderstonus Figure ./.3 Differential Heating on Mountain T'ops

form over peaks and ridges, as shown in Figure 3.13. Results in Valley Breezes Conrmerging at tihe Peaks. If

This effect can be seen by comparing morning and the air is unstable, thunderstorms frequently result.

';-----5



THE SEVERE THUNDERSTORM

I 4.1 General. Severe thun(lerstornis are (fillerent 11o1 enough to prodluce a severe thundlerstorm, at( least 11ot

creatures thani their ordlinary, "gardlen variety" counter- one that fasts bor very long. The cclI must be allowedl to
parts. Although aill thun(lerstorrns have similar lif'e survive long enough to pro(luce an(l sustain severe
cycles. certain condlitions must be mnet before they weather. Thc premature dleath of' a thundlerstoni is
become prodlucers of' severe weather. Forecasters mu st usuallIy causedf by upd(ra t~ col lapse dlue to dowl(lra ft
be lImaril iar with these condlitions bef'ore the\- attcmpt to interactilon.
dlecidle whether or not the situation at handI will produce
severe thunderstorms, or lust general convective activity. To keep a stonn alive, the updlralt miust remain active

andI unimipedled. IlydIrometeors (water droplets andi
Any thundlerstonn is usually capable of' pro(luicing a f'roen particles) forming ill the ini(le andI upper

brief- "one-shot' episode of" severe weather. With the portions of' the updr-af' core must not fall back through
exception of' the 'pulse storm" describedI in 4.5. this thle updIraft. If strong id(-level wvindIs are present at
section will cli,;cuss the organizedI an(l persistent -0,000 to 30,1000 feet. they carry thle hydromecteors so tar
thunderstoi tn, that produce pui.4.ient or recurring (l01 flsircaim that they dlo not faill into the upd(raft. A
episo(les of* severe weather. Excludzing thle ef-fects of' (lowndlraf I (completely separate Irom tile tipd)(ral 1) forms
lightning, these stormns produce nearly all thundlerstorml- ill conjunction with the precipitation in the forwvard
relatedI (lamnage, injury, an(l dleath. portion of* the storm, ats shown in Figure 4. I. lin addlition

to being clearedl of obstLructions, the updIraft intensifies

4.2 Multicell Severe Thunderstorms. Tile hirst beneath mnid-level windIs as it dIraws mnass froml below
requiremnent for a thUndlerstorm to achieve severe through anl action similar to tile suction effect of at paint
potential is the dlegree of' instability that will allow the sp~ray~er.
formnation o1 a inore powerfu updIraf't. 13y itself', this is

o''

NJ \

Figure 4.1 Stronig Winds Aloft Carry P'recipitation Downstream. A (lown(Iraf't is createdl in thle
forwardl flank of the stormn where it dloes not interfere with the upd(raf't. Dashedl linies represent radlar
reflectivity.
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With the updraft increasing in intensity, the storm by the rainy downdraft and its associated outflow. The
grows larger. The momentum of the high-speed updraft presence of southerly low-level winds results in the
carries mass far above the EL (sometimes by several ston drawing air from its right flank. This allows the
thousand feet), resulting in a cumuliform dome that swelling cell to take advantage of the warm, moist flow
overshoots the cirrus anvil deck. At lower levels, the that can help force the updraft from below--see Figure
inflow is blocked from entering at the front of the storm 4.2.

Forward Flank
Updraft Downdraft

Outflow

InflowBoundary

Figure 4.2 Bubble of Outflow Air Blocks Inflow.from Front oj Storm. Low-level flow force-feeds
the storm from its right flank.

Because it is lyna nically supported from above and region," or WER. Figure 4.3 shows typical development
below, the updraft is strong enough to push the of a multicellular thunderstorm complex. Notice (in
hydrometcors up and out of its way. This creates a Figure 4.3c) how the mid-level echo overhangs the
cavity on the right flank of the storm (relative to storm WER on the right flank.
motion) that is observable on radar as a "weak echo

15 a. ., i , . - l- o -

II l t~ -3o_

10"
"50

. , .IV)
5

01

Figure 4.3a A Multicellular Thunderstorm Complex. Developing cells I, !I, I1l, and IV
are shown from right to left. Updrafts and downdrafts are shown by the flow lines. Dashed
lines represent radar reflectivity (From Doswell, 1985).
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Figure 4.3h .A Multicellular Thunderstorm Complex Plus 10 Minutes-. The cells ill -4.3a
are shown here 10) minutes later. I.pdral ts andl downdralts are shown by the hlow lines.
Dashed lines represent radar rel lectivity (From Do'.weli. 198X5.

C

10

IV

Figure 4.3c A Multicellular Thunderstorm Complex Plus 20 Minutes.. Upd~ralts and
downdlrafts arc shown by the flow lines. Dashed lines represent radar reflectivity. Note the
presence of the WER. (From Doswell1, 1995).

When the updraft reaches the intensity shown inl dowknstreamn by the strong winds aloft. Contrary to
Figure 4.3c, it is capable of producing 3/4-inch popular belief, the largest hail rarely falls in (lhe heav iest
hailstones. The largest hail will fall just to the left and radar echo region or area of heaviest precipitation. bilt
downstream of the updlraft core, relative to storm motion. near the inflow edge oh' the lo~k-level radar echo. Figure
The largest stones will fall out (or through) the updtraft 4.4 shows typical hail distribution.
first, while the smaller ones are carried farther



11ft Cell Movement

1" 1. Large hail
I I 2. Small hail

3. Heavy rain
/ 3 / 4. Light rain

I I

Mid-level

Radar Echo

Figure 4.4 Precipitation I)istrihution in a Multicellular Thunderstorm. The so(lid oval
represents the Iow-level radar echo: the larger dashed oval, (he mi(-lcvel radar echo. The
circled "X" is the maximu echo iop. or updralt core. Precipitation distribution areas are
ats in(licated.

When the outliow Irom the rainy doxndra t pushes they give the impression that the storm is travelling
against the inllow on the right flank, low-lccl conv'r- somtewhat to tie right o ius expected path-see Figure
gence and lifting occurs. Thi- is a favored location lr 4.5. This effect (redevelopment or propagation) has long
new cell devclopment. Often, i line oh increasingly been considered a radar indication of possible severe
larger cumulus towers are observed building into the weather. Individual cells generally move with the winds
right Ilank oh the storm. These flanking line cells alolt. As older cells move downs ream, newer ones tike
eventually merge with the parent thunderstorm cell, as their place. The result is that there is always more than
was sho n in Figure 4.3. When newx cells continue to one cell in existence at a time in the stor)m Complex--
horm ion the right Ihank and (hevelop into mature storms, hence, the multicell severe thunderstonn.

AN

A B

c Propagation

Figure 4.5 Radar View of New Cell Regeneration in a Multicell Complex. New cells
form on the right flank, move through the complex, and dissipate on the left flank. This
gives the impression that the complex is moving to the right.
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4.3 Supercell Thunderstorms. If llt atmosphere is up(Iralt. The result is one Iower 'il cell in control of its

extremely unstable and the wind conliguration lavorable, C11ironment--the supercll. Because ol fhe dynamic

the updraft can intensily still further. The ideal ,ituation support that the ul(dralt receives and the constant

would be Ior in ds to increase and veer with height. We r'sulply o unstable air, a supercell can persist h(r

have alra(v seen (in 4.2) the effect strong win(s alolt several hours.

ha\e ol sustainig the u(dralt. A stronglv shcare.d wind

en\ iron nt also contributes to separating the updraft The intense updraft causes a change in the conligura-

and lowndrall and to strengthening the slorm. Wilh tion of the WER. Because of the high speeds. p r.cilta-

outher, % inds at the lower levels an( westerly win(is at lion Iorms higher within the updralt and results in the

higher levels, strong dlifferential thermal ad\ection takes creation of a cavity in the niid-level radar echo overhang.

place. Soulherl. ind(s transport warm moist air into the The WER now extends into the mid- level overhang.

lower ston en'vironm nt, while westerlv win(ls transport creating \\hat is known as a "bonlded weak echo

c(oler. and o tlen (trier. air aloft. This kind of (dil crential region," or BW'ER--see Figures 4.6a. and b. The updraft

advection serw s to further destabiliie the environment region is "bounded" by higher radar rcturns and is

\while maintaining the unstable conditions, lnvcstiga- indicative of' axy strong ulpralt. An Lip(lralt of this

tions by Nlir\ it' ( 1Q72) an(l )oswell and LenIm (1979) magnitude can pro(uce even larger hailstones than a

shox, that pronoounce.' veering (5) d(egrces) in the multiccli updraft. and the "steadicr sute*' of the superccli

subcloud la\er (surface to cloud base) appears to he results in a longer hail swath at the surlace. The location

critical ltr creating a SUlpercell from a in.iLI ll s',stem . of the largest-haillall is similar to ehe intllicell case

They also found ihal supercell nubcloud wind speeds shown in Figure 4.4.

\wcre higher (at It) in/sec) than the 8 in/sec found in
multice'll systems. Marwitz concluded that the con(di-
tions essential to supercell fonnation were veering winds STORM MOTION

i h h e ig h t a n d ( ) 1 0 i / s c w in d l s p c( sd in t h e s u l l C = >

layer. The dlynamic reasoning for this is elusive, but it is

conccikablc that the strong subcloud winds act to lorce N
Ihe upd raft by rarnining warm. moist air inlo the inflow
lank of the storm. The reader is (directc(l to (te

numerical modeling eflorts of Weisman an(l Klemp 20

P-)486). which graphically illustrate the clff'cts off 30
difler ent vertical wind proliles on convectivc-scale 40

(levelopinentl.

As the updraft intensifies further, it becomes more 26,000 ft
upright than in lesser thunderstornis because it is now (8.0 km)
strong enough to overcome the shearing effects of
tipper-level " in(Is. So much mass is carried aloft by ile BWER
updralt that it diverges rapidlly at the EL. often catsing 10 km
the anvil Ito grow rapidl v in all dirc:tions, even upstream\
aainst the upper-lcv:cl winds. This creates a sharp. A
backsheared (upwind) anvil e(lge that is easily recog-
ni/a le in satellite imnagerN. To copellnsae for all the
mass being Ioreed aloft. subsi(Icnce takes place outsi(le Figure 4.6a Horizontal (1'1'!) Radar View of a

the clou(, resulting in the suppression of surroun(ing Supercell. Solid lines represent low-level rllclivit.

convective aclivit. An' nearby conv,clive.' cells are while dashe(d lines represent the extent of the ni(I-level

vntualli obliteratcd as the dominant cell Isarv s them echo. Solid lines indicate the plane 1f' the cross-section

of their m arm. moist air to fced its own voracious in Figure 4.6b (Fron Lemon, 1980).
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Figure 4.6b Vertical (RHI) Radar View of a Supercell. Dashed lines represent rellec-
tivity (From Lemon, 1980).

The updrafts in supercell thunderstorms almost When the anticyclonic vorticity field is tilted upward, it
always rotate about a vertical axis. The source of is oriented about a vertical axis and, it' viewed from
rotation is still debated, but the most popular theory above, is cyclonic. The updraft is then induced to rotate
involves the tilting of vorticity fields, a principle cyclonically about a vertical axis and, if stretched in the
illustrated in Figure 4.7. Along the outflow boundary, vertical, rotates faster. The rotating updraft is referred to
strong anticyclonic shear is produced between inflow and as the mesocyclone in its "organizing stage." This
outflow. The horizontal roll cloud that often forms ahead scenario is quite possible, without the presence of an
of strong thunderstorms is vivid evidence that this shear outflow boundary, in areas where wind speeds increase
exists. Along the right flank of the thunderstorm cell, rapidly above the surface to produce vertical speed shear.
some of this shear may be drawn into the intense updraft.

Ancc Cyclonic
(Vertical)

o_ -Inflow

,---- jl- -Outflow

SRight flank gust front

Figure 4.7 Three-Dimensional Representation o.f the Right Flank Outflow Boundary (Gust
Front). Vertical shear along the boundary interface results in anticyclonic vorticity about a horizon-
tal axis. The vpdraft entrains this air, tilting it upward. The vorticity is translormed to cyclonic about
a vertical axis, inducing the updraft to rotate cyclonically.
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The rolation of ihe updraft has a pronounced effect on
the structure and behavior of a supercell. The circulation LOW-LEVEL RADAR ECHO
pulls precipitation around the backside of the updraft
core, creating a pendant-like protrusion on the right rear
quadrant of the low-level radar echo--see Figure 4.8.

The strong swirling inflow draws warm and moist
surface air upward, resulting in a lower condensation
level (and therefore a lower cloud base) where the inliow
(updraft) enters the cloud base. This feature, known as a
"wall cloud," frequently shows rotation. At this stage,
the updraft is at its maximum strength. The storm top is
at its highest extent, directly over the updraft core. Hail ROTATING UPDRAFT

is at its largest, falling to the left and somewhat ahead of
the wall cloud--see Figure 4.9. Funnel clouds are Figure 4.8 Rotating Updraft in Right Rear Flank
common, and weak tornadoes may touch down briefly. )eforms Low-Level Radar Echo into Pendant Shape.

Overshooting Top

Flanking

Wall Cloud Large
Hall

Figure 4.9 Vertical Cross-Section of an Adult Supercell. Note the location of the wall cloud with respect to the
updraft and the BWER. Largest hail characteristically falls to the left of the wall cloud (relative to storm motion) on
or near the reflectivity gradient. Funnel clouds are common with the wall cloud. Stippled areas represent radar
reflectivity, looking west.

In the mid-levels of the storm, the rotating updraft to shift to the right, toward lower pressure. Where the
effectively obstructs horizontal wind flow. As the winds updraft goes, the storm must follow. The result is a
split around the rotating updraft core, they converge with supercell that deviates to the right of the mean upper-
the circulation on the left side, resulting in a mass level wind flow, as shown in Figure 4.10. This principle
buildup and a subsequent pressure excess to the left of of fluid dynamics is termed the "Magnus Eflect" (Fujita,
the updraft core. On the right side, they travel with each 1965). It offers one explanation for the deviant move-
other, resulting in a relative pressure deficit. In order to ment of supercells.
correct the pressure imbalance, the updraft core is forced
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Pressure increases under the upwind edge of the anvil
when strong mid-level flow piles up against the rear ofa
rotaling updraft core. As tile mass increases, subsidence
begins. The subsidence is enhanced by the evaporational

(--Pressure excess c(x)ling that takes place when drier mid-level air eroles
the backside of the storm cloud. Subsidence tends 1o

id Updraft channel mid-leveI flow downward, creating a dynamic
Lvi Core N Path downdraft in the rear of the storm, as shown in Figure

n , :4.1 Ia. This "rear flank downdraft" (RFD) is in addition
to a precipitation-induced "forward flank downdraft"

Pressure deficit (FFD).

As the RFD intensifies, it begins to deform the
updraft, and a cyclonic shear zone forms at the updrafu/
RFD interface in the middle levels of the slormn--sce
Figure 4.1lb. At this stage, the mesocyclone center

Figure 4.10 A Supercell Deviates to the Right of Mean moves near the interface and is divided between the
Upper-Level Flow. As upper flow splits around the updraft and the RFD. It's usually evident in the radial
rotating updraft, a pressure imbalance is created. This velocity display of Doppler radar as a tight positivc/
forces the updraft core to deviate to the right of the negative velocity gradient.
original path (dashed arrow) and causes the storm to
move to the right of the upper winds.

Updraft

Flow Rer f lnk DowndrftI
Downc~af! I

4 km
Flow

Figure 4.11a Three-Dimensional Airflow Schematic in a Supercell-Initiation of RFD.
The initiation of the RFD is shown as the mid-level winds converge against the intense
updraft core (From Lenmon and Doswell, 1979).
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Figure 4.l1b Three-I.imensio,,al Airflow Schematic in a Supercell--RFI. Reaches the Surface.
The RFD reaches thc surfa~ce and spreads out as a flew air mass. The interaction of the updraft and
RFD creates a circulation center in the mnid levels (mesocyclone) (from Lemon and Doswell, 1979).

As the RFD gains strength, the mesocyclone (now in surface and spreads 0o1t and aroundl the right side of the
its mature stage) extends5 through a deep layer as it is updraft tthe updraft circulation offers thc least resistance
stretched downward. The vertical stretching results in onl its right side), the RFD air advances eastward as a
further intensificafion and a (decrease in diameter. This new gust front-see Figure 4.1 Ic . The mesocyclonic
small, intense velocity gradient is called the "tornado circulation is pulled down by the RFD until it reaches the
vortex signature," or TVS. As the RFD reaches the surface as a tornado.

Figure 4.1 Ic Three-Dimensional Airflow Schematic in a Supercell--The RFD) Strengthens. As
the RFD strcngthcns, the mesocyclone is pulled down to the surface where a tornado develops in thie
shear z.one between inflow and outflow (from Lemon and Doswell, 1979).
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As the RFD continues to spread, the low-level updraft core (the BWFR in the horizontal plane). The
pendant is delonned into the more familiar hook shape tornado is typically found on the interlace between the
(Figure 4.1 Id). The hook itself is precipitation caught in RFD and the updraft, which is a strong cyclonic shear
the advancing RFD air, and may contain damaging zone near the tip of the hook.
straight-line winds. The open, or echo free, area is the

Figure 4.1Id Low-level Airflow Schematic in a Tornado-Producing Supercell. The sol id
outline represents the low-level radar echo (notice the hook on the right rear quadrant).
The tornado (T) is on the interface between inflow and outflow (from Lemon and Doswell,
1979).

The action of the RFD eventually takes its toll on the when it does, tornado activity stops. The RFD vs.
updraft. As the updralt weakens due to the drag of the updraft battle, however, may go on for hours, producing
RFD, there is a drop in the storm top. This is consistent long-track tornadoes. A new updraft may Form at the
with Lemon's findings (1980) of BWER collapse at the occlusion of the storm-scale fronts, and the cycle shown
time of major tornado production. Eventually the updraft in this series of figures begins again--see Figure 4.1 le.
collapses entirely under the domination of the RFD,
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Figure 4-lie Three-Dimensional Airflow Schematic in a Supercell--The Updraft
Collapses. The RFD weakens and collapses the updralt as the tornado dissipates. A new
updraft may form.

Figure 4.12 is a look-down view of a supcrcell The calm condition, which does not always occur,
thunderstorm, showing the distribution of associated results from the col created at the surface where the
surlace weather. If one considers the approach of the horizontal flow becomes vertical as it enters the updralt
stonn from the west-southwest, this model is consistent beneath the wall cloud. The author experienced this
with eyewitness observations of increasing hail size effect while standing beneath a supercell updraft in
followed by a (lead calm just before the tornado strikes, central Iowa on 23 May 1981.

HAIL LIGHT RAIN

RAIN

RIIN-FE .r AM LLE

€I.OUO OlASE HALt.' F RONT

LINE SCHEMATIC VIEW OF A
• TORNADIC THUNDERSTORM,LOOKING DOWN

0 iJ I ~

Figure 4.12 Look-Down View of a Tornadic Thunderstorm, Showing Observed Fea-
tures. Note the presence of large hail in advance of lthe tornado area (from Lemon, 1979).
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4.4 Squall Lines. The squall line (introduced in 3.3)
is an organized line of thunderstorm cells that commonly t
forms in advance of a fast-moving cold front--an
example is shown in Figures 4.13a and b. Squall lines
can produce severe weather, most frequently in the form A
of strong straight-line winds. Squall lines can also
produce hail and tornadoes, but normally only when one
o" its cells attains multicell or supercell status.

As thunderstorms begin to develop in the low-level
convergence zone ahead of the front, the downslope flow
along the frontal surface injects dry air into the rear of
the cells. Evaporational cooling occurs as die dry air
mixes with the moist in-cloud air. This affects the
thunderstorms in two ways: First, mid-level cooling
further destabilizes the immediate thunderstorm environ-
ment, giving the updraft more thermal support. Second,
the evaporationally cooled air subsides and provides a
means for the mid-level Flow to be transferred downward
to the surface, as shown in Figure 4.13b. If the mid-level CUMULUS
winds are strong, this dynamic downrush can be violent.
The downrush air spreads out into a long gust front at the
leading edge of' the squall line. Frequently, a shell or L- S,,E,t, INC, W A DOAoN

horizontal roll cloud is observed along the advancing r-1 ".,, , ,. SCe
gust front. As the downrush gust front rushes ahead, it 0 2 40 soo

provides a lifting mechanism that generates new cells
ahead of the parent squall line. This allows the line to
propagate normal to the front while the individual cells Figure 4.13a Vertical (Look-Down) View Qf Squall
travel parallel to the line, with upper-level flow. Line. Line A-B corresponds with line A-B in Figure

4-13b (from Doswell, 1985).
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Figure 4.13h Cross-Sectional (Side) View of Squall Line (Doswell, 1985).

Since flanking cells prevent inflow from any other over and never occurs again. This is the nature of the
direction, squall line thunderstorms tend to draw inliow "pulse-severe" storm. The name implies its "one shot"
1rom their forward flanks. As a result, individual cells severe weather produclion methods. Pulse storms
compete for low-level moist air and make it dilficult for become severe through brief intensifications of the
any one cell to intensify at the expense of the others. updraft. The precise reasons for this are not known, but
Ibis is especially true when the squall line is more or it may be caused by an undetectable pocket of dry air
less solid as viewed by radar. If the line is broken, that finds its way into the cell.
however, with large spaces between cells, they may
develop independently without interference from other There is, however, a way to detect a potential pulse
cells. In this case, the probability of severe weather slorm. Invesligators (Wilk, et al, 1979) lound that the
production, other than straight-line wind, increases. The pulse storm develops it- first radar echo at a higher level
cell at the tail (upwind) end of the line is also a probable (7-9 kin) than non-severe storms (3-6 kin). Pulse storms
severe weather producer. This cell, besides being the contain a high rellcctivity core that extends to greater
newest, has the capability of drawing totally undisturbed heights, persists longer, and maintains continuity as it
warm, moist air into its right flank. It normally assumes descends to the surface. If the 50 dBZ core reaches or
multicell, sometimes supercell, proportions if environ- exceeds 9 km (29,5(X) feet), the probability of a severe
mental conditions are otherwise conducive to such weather event is very high. If large hail occurs, it will be
growth. found in the 50 dBZ core as it reaches the surface.

4.5 Pulse-Severe Thunderstorms. Nearly every Figure 4.14 is the vertical depiction of a pulse storm
forecaster has seen the ordinary-looking thunderstorm compared to a non-severe storm. Detection requires
that, for no apparent reason, suddenly produces severe constant monitoring of radar and comparison of' suspect
weather. By the time a warning is issued, the event is cells with surrounding cells.
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Figure 4.14 Radar Depiction: Erolution of an Ordinary Thunderstorm (top), and a Pulse Storm
(bottom). Solid lines represent radar reflectivity. Notice that the VIP 5 (50 dBZ) core in the pulse
stonn is found at a much higher level than in the ordinary storm. The VIP core also maintains
continuity with descent to the surface (after Wilk, et al., 1978).

4.6 Downbursts. The downburst is not a type of Fujita (1978) refers to these configurations on radar as
thunderstorm, but a scvere weather event. It is simply an "bow echoes"--see the examples in Figure 4.15. It
extremely powerful downrush from a convective cell. appears that the downburst causes the bowing of the
Downburst strike the ground and spread rapidly outward echo, rather than the other way around. For this reason,
as damaging horizontal winds. They may be "one shot" downburst detection is often very difficult until well into
episo(des, or they may persist along a long track, as its life. Maximum downburst activity is normally found
shown in Figure 4.15. Downbursts commonly occur near the apex of the bow, at the leading edge of the
with sharply bulging, or bowing, thunderstorm lines. storm.
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Figure 4.15 Radar Depiction: The Life of a Bow Echo on 6 August 1977. The solid line
indicates the track of the downburst. Notice that the downburst formed well before the
echo began to bow. The downburst dissipated when the bow echo began to break up (from
Fujita, 1978).

The downburst formation mechanism is not really tornado-like vortices along the flanks of the gust front.
understood at this time, but there is speculation that the These vortices, or "gustnadoes" (Doswell, 1985), are
entrainment of dry mid-level winds are involved in a way capable of prxlucing tornado-like damage. They are
similar to the downrush mechanism in a squall line. In virtually undetectable. They have no radar signature
any case, once a downburst has materialized, the strong and they occur sporadically, with short life spans.
winds plow ahead and rapidly advance the thunderstorm
line into its bow echo shape. The bow echo generally Microbursts are small-scale downbursLs. Although
travels rapidly. The downburst normally stays active not usually as strong, microbursts and the associated
until the bow echo begins to break up as an organized low-level wind shear are extremely dangerous to aircraft.
echo system (Fujita, 1978). They are particularly troublesome because they often

originate in smaller convective cells, making detection
RFD-induced downbursts are also common in the virtually impossible. The microburst formation mecha-

hook echoes of supercells. A tremendous amount of nism is not well understood either, but dry air entrain-
low-level shear is produced by the rapidly advancing ment (hydrometeors falling into dry air) is believed to be
downburst gust front. This shear is capable of producing a primary factor.
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SUMMARY

The foundation for successful severe weather Wc hope this report will provide the reader a better
forecasting lies with the understanding of the basic understanding of convective storms. Although it does
convective processes and the inner workings of convec- not address all the tools (stability indices, for example)
tive stomis. Too often, severe weather warnings are used in severe weather forecasting, it should have made
issued only on shape recognition, without any real it apparent why we use them. It should also be apparent
understanding of the relationship to the severe weather that severe convective phenomena behave, for the most
event. Too many other warnings are issued only after part, very logically. This knowledge, combined with the
reports of a visual sighting (often questionable) have forecasting tools and real-time data now available, can
been received. It does not take an expert to issue a produce the timely and accurate severe weather warnings
tornado warning after being told that one is on the way. necessary to save lives and protect resources.
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